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PEMA Fall Meeting Was Rich With Content
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PEMA Mission
PEMA is a trade association focused
on Connectivity. PEMA provides
member interaction, business
alliance expansion, industry
knowledge, and professional
cooperation.
PEMA Press
PEMA Press is an electronic
publication produced four times
annually as the official newsletter
of the Process Equipment
Manufacturers’ Association. It is
emailed to PEMA members and
posted on the PEMA website at
www.pemanet.org. Articles, news
items, suggestions and feedback,
should be sent to Dawn M. Shiley,
communications and marketing
director, at 703-538-1796, ext.
1709, or dshiley@pemanet.org.

The PEMA Fall Meeting, at the Brown Hotel, in Louisville, Kentucky, Sept. 12-13,
provided attendees with networking, roundtables, and content-rich presentations from noted authorities. Ninety-three percent of the attendees surveyed
stated that they gained specific ideas/concepts from the meeting that could
be directly applied to their job and/or company. Highlights from speakers are
covered in this article. The speaker presentations which contain additional details
are available in the “Members Area” of the PEMA website. Log in to receive this
exclusive content.
“This Is Day One: Creating Cultures of Leadership” Presented by Drew Dudley
Drew Dudley delivered one of the 15
most inspirational TED talks of all time
(“Recognizing the Power of Lollypop
Moments”) and began PEMA’s session
by illustrating the difference between
cultural expectations, and rules. Everyone breaks rules – you don’t think
less of a person for getting a speeding ticket on the way here, but if the
person shows up without pants, the
crowd would be aghast.
Dudley stressed that each leader
should think about a clearly articulated set of beliefs and principles used to
evaluate information and respond to
people and situations. Individuals who
can clearly articulate their personal
leadership philosophy:
Drew Dudley of Day One Leadership helped

PEMA members think through “Creating Cultures
of Leadership” by reframing leadership as
• Score 110% higher on overall leada
daily
choice. Shown after his remarks in the
ership effectiveness.
Crystal
Ballroom
of the Brown Hotel with PEMA
• Are rated 140% more effective as
Vice
President
Chris Nawalaniec.
leaders by those they lead.

PEMA® is a registered trademark
of the Process Equipment
Manufacturers’ Association.

continued on page 4
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President’s Column
As we enter the holidays, it is time to
reflect. For most member companies,
2022 has been a good year for
business. Although we have been
challenged by the increased demand
for our equipment while facing
staffing shortages and supply chain
issues, we have persevered and met
that demand. As an organization,
PEMA has grown and continues
to help members connect and be
resources to each other as we create
new solutions for our customers and
within our companies.
We are moving into 2023 with both
hope and uncertainty. Inflation
continues and interest rates are
increasing. I know we all are watching
the economy as we make our plans
for 2023 and beyond. That is one
reason the ITR presentations at our
meetings, like the one from Lauren
Saidel-Baker in September, are so
highly rated.
PEMA Solidifies Future Goals
To keep PEMA relevant as a resource
for members, we continually evaluate
our Balanced Scorecard Strategic Plan.
At the September Board meeting, we
reviewed the status and progress on
goals and tactics; updates to the plan
were approved.
Member recruitment and retention
remain the current priority to
help maintain PEMA’s financial
strength. The goal was updated to
have 85-90 member companies by
2024. It is important while growing
to also ensure that PEMA focuses
on addressing goals at multiple
functional area levels within member
companies. Doing this will lead to
deeper engagement and better
membership continuity. Some of the
activities that may help meet this

goal are to include multiple meeting
program tracks and tailor meeting
sessions by job tracks.
Under the “PEMA Processes” section
of our plan, PEMA will finalize the
renegotiated PEMA-Informa contract
for 2023-2027. In addition, to ensure
we are branding the organization with
a bulk solids focus, the website and
collateral materials will be reviewed
and updated.
Finally, members depend on PEMA
for learning and growth and the
strategic plan will continue to stress
this component. Meeting content
delivery, networking, and even the
camaraderie we enjoy at meetings
and connecting as members remotely
needs to remain an organizational
priority.
Future and Thanks
While we may be busy now, looking
at short term uncertainty is never
easy. Being a PEMA member provides
me with the resources I need to
navigate uncertain times. I know I
can send a message to HQ and have a
survey (Members-Helping-Members
Survey) sent to members to see what
others may have done in a situation.
I can always reach out via phone or
email to those in the network I’ve
developed by attending meetings
when I have a need. The Statistics
Program is providing me with metrics
so I can measure where I am in

Birte Mathis, 2022-2023 PEMA
President
relation to others in the industry.
And there is a wealth of information
in past presentations stored in the
members-only area of the PEMA
website.
Going into Thanksgiving, I am thankful
for PEMA and what it provides to my
company. More importantly, I am
thankful for the relationships I have
built with many of you during my time
as a member.
I want to wish every member a
wonderful and happy Thanksgiving.
I hope that you can spend time with
those dearest to you. Enjoy the
December holidays. I look forward to
seeing everyone at the PEMA Annual
Meeting in 2023 in Tucson, Arizona,
Feb. 15-18.
Happy Holidays!

PEMA Meeting Calendar
For PEMA meetings information: Michelle Savoie,
msavoie@pemanet.org
PEMA 2023 Annual Meeting, Feb. 15-18, 2023, Omni Tucson National
Resort, Tucson, Arizona.
IP&BS Conference & Exhibition, April 25-27, 2023, Donald E. Stephens
Convention Center, Rosemont (Chicago), Illinois.
PEMA 2023 Spring Meeting, April 27-28, 2023, Doubletree by Hilton,
Rosemont, Illinois.
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PEMA Welcomes Three New Members
Since the 2022 Fall Meeting, three companies have joined PEMA. Please welcome these companies to PEMA membership.
Schold Manufacturing, LLC
Schold Manufacturing, LLC, is a Chicago-based manufacturer of industrial dispersing and mixing equipment. The company is
a source of high-speed dispersers, low-speed mixers, media mills, blades, tanks, controls, and complete systems. Schold was
founded in 1949 by George Schold, who had the vision to provide high-quality dispersion equipment for customers around
the world. Since that time, it has manufactured 15,000 machines, served 1,700 customers, and supported 80 different
industries, all while remaining a client-centric solutions provider. Under the current ownership of Chris Spatz, John Duong,
and Mike Barr since 2016, Schold has been able to blend old-school
wisdom with new technology to create a promising future for employees
and customers alike.
Chris Spatz, president, is Shold’s primary PEMA representative.
Tecweigh/Tecnetics Industries, Inc.
Founded in 1973, Tecweigh/Tecnetics Industries, Inc., specializes in tailored solutions to meet dry material feeding and
weighing needs; Tecweigh designs, manufactures, and services feeders and in-motions weighing systems. From french fries
to cement and construction aggregates, you can count on Tecweigh to
provide the most durable, accurate, and reliable equipment to meet dry
material handling needs.
Michael Burns, general manager, is Techweigh’s primary PEMA
representative. The company is in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Terra Source Global
TerraSource Global is a preferred, mission-critical partner for hundreds of companies whose growth and profitability depend
on efficient, durable, and cost-effective solutions for sizing, processing, and handling the raw materials that power, build,
and renew our world. For decades, machines from the company’s flagship brands – Gundlach Crushers, Jeffrey Rader, and
Pennsylvania Crusher – have been considered standard components for the core processes that drive industries such as
mining, energy, aggregates, limestone, cement, and many others. The broad product line includes multiple types of sizing
and handling machinery, such as single-roll to multi-roll crushers, hammermills, impactors, vibratory feeders, jaw crushers,
cage mills, and much more.
TerraSource CEO Kevin Hambrice is the primary PEMA
representative. The company is located in Belleview, Illinois.
Member Information
PEMA’s new members have been added to the PEMA website.
Visit the directory for their phone number, email address, links
to social media, and equipment and service directory links.

Kevin Hambrice and David Paslay of TerraSource
Global attended the PEMA Fall Meeting as
prospective members and subsequently joined
the association.They were joined by long-time
PEMA member Bill Mecke (KWS Manufacturing)
beside the PEMA Mission Statement.
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Fall Meeting
continued from page 1
• Have teams that report higher levels
of team spirit, organizational pride,
commitment to the organization, willingness to work hard, and trust.
• Score 135% higher on measures of
trust.
When asked for advice or when deciding something, ponder “What would
the person I want to be, do in this
situation?” Dudley shared the most
common values: respect, integrity,
impact, honesty, courage, accountability, gratitude, kindness, adventure,
friendship, equality, and passion. He
encouraged each attendee to identify
what theirs are personally, and think
through the definition of each starting
with “A commitment to …” and he
asked various people in the PEMA
audience “Why do you matter?” Dudley stress that, ultimately, you must
know why you matter, so that you can
create more moments that build on
that as a leader. We hope to make a
difference – it’s a powerful force, and
a terrible strategy. Plan to make a difference. Dudley provided three “Steps
to Planning to Matter.” They are:
1. Identify your values.
2. Define your values.
3. Create opportunities to live your
values each day.

• Class = When did I ‘elevate instead
of escalate’ today? (Elevate is succeeding, escalating is winning.)
• Self-Respect = What did I do today
to be good to myself?

15% rule: $1 spent on the front-end
hiring process is valued at $6 after
they’ve been hired. The fear of hiring
only the best is that we cannot find or
attract them.

This is Day One. What matters is to
make the decision today – it doesn’t
matter what happened yesterday, and
don’t be overcome by the decisions
to be made in the future. Only worry
about Day One. Day One of leadership
is the day you identify the non-negotiable behaviors that are going to be
a part of every day of the rest of your
life. Ordinary acts done with extraordinary consistency change worlds.

He stressed that it is important to
have a robust employee referral
program because statistically, the best
source of quality hires comes from an
internal referral source. The process
should be clear and easy (one-page
sheet, mobile ads, and similar) and
there must be enough “juice” in the
system. $500 has attracted at least
a dozen new hires for one PEMA
member; the speaker suggested trying
$1,000 to determine whether better-qualified hires would be attracted.
One company offers $5,000 referral
fee for engineers; Phin confirmed that
this is standard for such a position.

“Hiring and Retaining Employees in
this Crazy Economy” Presented by
Don Phin, Esq.
Hiring retention is the Number One
priority of CEOs across the country.
What concerns PEMA members most?
• 25% of members are concerned
with getting employees.
• 50% of members report they are
most concerned with keeping employees.
• 25% of members are concerned
with engaging members.
Phin urged PEMA members to “Hire
Only the Best” and noted Deming’s

Good leaders live their values every
time they get the chance; great leaders create opportunities to do so. You
cannot create opportunities unless
you have clearly defined the values.

Phin encouraged attendees to review
their online hiring pages.
1. Make sure it can be found easily.
2. The web page should include a
video message from the CEO/Owner
that conveys company values.
3. Provide a “Day in the Life” video
that features employees saying, “this
is how we make a difference” or “at
our company, we power performance
by ____” and shows them excited
about what they do.
4. Include employee testimonials on the page.
5. Link to a “Hiring FAQ.”
Other suggestions from
Phin are:

Dudley suggested that leaders ask
themselves the following questions
every day.
• Impact = What have I done today to
recognize someone else’s leadership?
• Growth = What did I do today to
make it more likely someone would
learn something?
• Courage = What did I try today that
might not work, but I tried it anyway?
• Empowerment = What did I do
today to move someone else closer to
a goal?

PEMA members faced off to help the audience understand
speaker Don Phin’s points about emotional inequality and
dynamics to overcome by victims, villains, and negative
heroes.

• Do your homework
when hiring. Reference
and background checks
are necessary.
• Conduct an entrance
interview. (Complete details are covered on his
presentation slides.)
• Formal onboarding
should provide a WOW
experience.
continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
• Conduct a 60-day survey with the
employee.
• Include a 90-day “quality of hire”
assessment.
Employee turnover costs include
costs per employee, separation costs,
vacancy costs, cost of hiring a new
employee, onboarding costs, training costs, soft costs, and revenue
equivalency. Phin shared one study
that concluded that the loss of one
$50,000-employee is $54,000. The
scale increases for more valuable
employees.
It is important for companies to understand who is resigning and why to
maintain an effective workforce.
• The employees resigning are GenZ
in the first 90 days.
• Employees between 30 and 45 years
old have had the greatest increase in
resignation rates.
• There are 1.8 million fewer women
in the workforce, but they are starting
to return.
Employees are resigning because:
• They want more money. To get a
real raise, people are forced to choose
to resign and go someplace else. Due
to the cost of employee lost, it may
be better to increase the pay. For instance, the difference to the company
of 7% versus 9% is lower cost than
having to recruit a replacement.
• They seek more flexibility / remote
work.
• They report stress/burnout.
• COVID exposures and mandates.
• More are taking early retirement.
• They see a lack of growth opportunities.
• The position is a misfit.

Phin addressed the issue of
annual performance reviews
by stating, “That shit is dead.
No one wants to give them or
get them. La la la la la.” (He
literally said this.) Instead, do
15-minute individual check-ins
each week with each direct
report. Be sure to put these
on the calendar so that they
happen,.
Phin assigned PEMA members
the following tasks:

PEMA Marketing Chair Robert Bunting (Bunting) and
PEMA Vice President Chris Nawalaniec (Stedman
Machinery) with Economist Lauren Saidel-Baker of
ITR Economics. Lauren delivered a thought-provoking
update on process equipment markets and economic
trends.

• Pump up your hiring pages!
• Pump up your referral program.
• Complete the Turnover Cost
Calculator for your most common turnover positions.
• Complete the Retention Program
Possibilities Spreadsheet inputting
your programs.
• Survey your employees.
• Create a Fun Committee!
• Go to www.donphin.com to retrieve
the calculators for free, and be sure
to get the details on these tasks in the
presentation on the PEMA website.
“Prospering Through the Changes in
2023” by Lauren Saidel-Baker

Lauren began the talk by reminding
the audience of the incredible accuracy rates of ITR forecasting, ranging
from 90-99% for all metrics. She presented a dashboard of major leading
indicators that have great predictability for the industrial economy.
Supply chain and labor are the two
biggest concerns, but there is a slight
improvement. The Purchasing Managers Index is easing with a slowing
growth trend, so there will be additional capacity in the supply chain.
General constraints are easing.

U.S. Nondefense Capital Goods New
Orders (excluding aircraft) show
record highs on a pure volume basis,
and the trend continues to rise.
ITR shared an analysis of state population growth 2017 to 2021. Idaho is
growing +10.5% and Illinois is dropping -.8%, WV -2%, and Louisiana and
Mississippi -1.1% and -1.4%, respectively. This data helps understand
labor market in the United States.
ITR continues to predict that the Great
Depression will occur by 2030. The
U.S. government is living above its
means. Therefore, ITR urges individuals to live below theirs. Our children’s
peak earning years will occur during
the Great Depression which will begin
by 2028-2030. ITR economists’ advice
is to sell your business for cash now,
and buy it back if desired after the
Great Depression begins. Capitalize on
the growth of the 2020s and use this
decade to prepare. Remain optimistic
because although depressions are
painful, they represent incredible
wealth-generating events.
Lauren stressed that long-term inflation is here. Growing margin requires
trumpeting your competitive advan-

continued on page 6
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continued from page 5
tages and utilizing other inflation
strategies. Invest in automation to
obviate the pain of the labor shortage
because it is a longer-term issue and
real interest rates are negative. Build
relationships, hone your competitive
advantages, and strive to gain share
while maintaining margins during the
good times.
“Mastering the Emotional Energy of
Great Leadership” by Don Phin, Esq.

Being a hero can be a fun and exciting
adventure! Find the good in people to
make them feel good about themselves. Masters of encouragement will
make people feel good about themselves and use that energy to transfer
it to where it is needed.
Weak energy is always attracted to
strong energy. Phin presented the
concept of emotional inequality. He
illustrated how those with strong
energy make those with weak energy
want to back up. It’s uncomfortable

Executive Director
Elizabeth B. Armstrong, CAE,
MAM, QAS
cell: 703-244-1213
barmstrong@pemanet.org
Meetings & Membership
Manager
Michelle Savoie, CMP, QAS
cell: 703-304-0823
msavoie@pemanet.org
Director of International
Marketing
Clay Tyeryar, CAE, MAM, QAS
cell: 703-517-9933
ctyeryar@pemanet.org

Phin begin this session with the advice
“If it doesn’t make sense, don’t try
to make sense out of it.” We need to
feel what is going on and understand
the emotional energy associated with
these feelings. Phin said he studied
emotional energy and said he is “presenting science, no foo-foo.”

Member Services and
Accounting
Barbara Tyeryar, QAS
cell: 703-915-0891
btyeryar@asmii.net

He suggests that PEMA members ask
job applicants to “Tell me what felt
unfair to you on your last job, and
why.” This can gauge a potential new
hire’s emotional energy.
The boss is always the villain in stories. Play the hero game. Being a hero
doesn’t have to involve self-sacrifice,
doesn’t require over-commitment,
doesn’t have to be hard, and doesn’t
have to be somebody else’s story.

Contact PEMA

Executive Director Beth Armstrong and
President Birte Mathis led by example
during speaker Don Phin’s lesson on
making connections.

and every relationship needs
space to survive. Only at 40-40
can we both be heroes in a relationship. Humor is a way to let
go and be at 40%. Phin provided all meeting participants with
an electronic copy of his book
“The 40-40 Solution: Maintaining Emotional Energy.”

Speaker Don Phin concluded his session on Mastering the Emotional Energy of Great Leadership with
a focus on the use of humor and the importance of
not taking oneself too seriously to inspire
approachability.
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Marketing and
Communications Manager
Dawn Shiley, CAE, QAS, CVEP
cell: 571-481-8657
dshiley@pemanet.org
Statistics Program Manager
Julie D. Husk, JD, QAS
cell: 703-400-3323
jhusk@pemanet.org
Registrar/ Member Services
Sharon Kelly, QAS
cell: 703-538-1785
skelly@asmii.net
Headquarters
Phone: 703-538-1796
Fax: 703-241-5603
www.pemanet.org

Networking At The 2022 PEMA Fall Meeting

Jeff Soldan (Bauermeister), Robert Bunting (Bunting), Peter
Lorenz (Lorenz Conveying Products), Ben Kice (Kice
Industries) and Ian Smith (KWS Manufacturing) pause in the
lobby of the Brown Hotel during PEMA’s Social Hour Sept. 12.

Mike Stratis (Cleveland Vibrating), Robert Bunting (Bunting), and
Steve Becker (Kice) welcome first-time attendee Andy Wolfinger
(Cambelt International).

Chuck Mitchell (Carrier Vibrating), Fred Mertz (S Howes)
and Jim Egan (General Kinematics) were glad to reconnect during PEMA’s Fall Meeting Sept. 12-13 in Louisville.

Mike Wedel of C&W DustTech joined Jeff Dudas and Mitchell
Dudas of SpiroFlow before the Sept. 12 dinner at the Brown Hotel
in Louisville.
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How Did You Rate the 2022 Fall Meeting?
The PEMA Fall Meeting was held
in Louisville, Kentucky, Sept. 12-13,
2022. Meeting evaluations were
received from 69 individuals. Ninetythree percent of the respondents
stated that they gained specific ideas/
concepts from the meeting that could
be directly applied to their job and/or
company.

3.46
Program Structure
3.42
Program Content
3.36
Group Social Functions
3.15
Meeting City: Louisville,
Kentucky
3.08
Meeting Hotel: The
Brown Hotel

Annual Meeting Elements

1. Prospering Through the
Changes in 2023 (Saidel-Baker)
2. This is Day One (Dudley)
3. Emotional Energy of Great
Leadership (Phin)
4. Hiring and Retaining
Employees (Phin)

On a 4-point scale, attendees scored
the following aspects of the event;
findings indicate that PEMA’s meeting
formula needs no adjustment.

Presentations – Ranked in Order

3.59
Informal Information
Exchange
3.54
Mix of Business and Social
3.52
Meeting Length
3.48
Cost-Value-Benefit

The optional workshop was well received by attendees.
It featured Matt Jacobson, Esq., of Whitfield & Eddy,
who provided a thorough overview of the value of
participating in Product Liability Prevention & Defense
measures including engaging in the twice-yearly workshops made available to PEMA members.

Report from the PEMA Board Meeting
The following are highlights from PEMA’s Sept. 19, 2022, Board Meeting, which was held in conjunction with the PEMA Fall
Meeting at The Brown Hotel, in Louisville, Kentucky.
• Treasurer Young summarized the year-to-date performance including $$502,282 income and $343,994 expense. PEMA
budget for 2022 is on target to break even.
• The Board adopted the 2023 budget, including an adjustment to the dues tiers and an Affiliate company option for those
with multiple entities.
• The Board approved proposed changes to the Reserves policy to define the reserves and specify the purpose of the fund,
update allowable investment instruments to include EFTs, and to reflect online account access by the treasurer.
• Vice President and Program Chair Nawalaniec reported that initial plans to meet in Toronto in Fall 2023 have shifted to
2025 given conflicts with 2023 events in the city. The 2023 Fall meeting will be in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Sept. 18-19.
• The 2023 Annual Meeting will be at the Omni Tucson National Resort, Feb. 15-18.
• There will be a Spring Meeting in 2023, Apr. 27-28, in Rosemont, Illinois.
• The 2024 Annual Meeting will be at the Hyatt Coconut Point in Bonita Springs, Florida.
• Membership Director Charlie Ingram reported on behalf of Chair Andy Forrester. Through successful recruiting initiatives,
nine new member companies have been added in the past year. He reported that there were 82 current members and that
there were three prospective member companies attended the meeting.
• The Board reviewed the current status and progress on goals and updated the Balanced Scorecard Strategic Plan.
• President Mathis appointed Rob Ward, Bill Werra, and Steve Ragan to the Nominating Committee. They will produce the
slat of nominations for 2023.
• President Mathis reported that she has appointed Travis Young, Bill Werra, and Executive Director Beth Armstrong to work
on the renewal of the Informa contract.
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PEMA Member Company News
Robert Bunting Appointed Bunting® President and CEO
Robert Bunting follows in the footsteps of his grandfather and father with his appointment as Bunting’s president and chief
executive officer. On Oct. 1, Robert succeeded his father, Bob Bunting, in overseeing the continued growth of the global Bunting group. Bob assumes the position of chairman. Founded in 1959 by Walter F. Bunting in Chicago, Illinois, the company
has remained family-owned and family-operated ever since. The company, headquartered in Newton, Kansas, has multiple
locations including Bunting-Elk Grove Village; Bunting-DuBois; Bunting-Berkhamsted and Bunting-Redditch in the United
Kingdom; and Ningbo, China. Robert joined Bunting’s Elk Grove Village magnet sales team in 2007. Before joining Bunting,
he earned a degree in business management at Rockhurst University and gained valuable experience during two years as an
internal sales coordinator at Sun Life Financial. Learn more.
General Kinematics Announces Building Expansion at Headquarters
In August, General Kinematics broke ground on a 42,000-square-foot plant expansion at the United States corporation
headquarters in Crystal Lakes, Illinois. The manufacturing addition will be part of the existing 220,000-square-foot space to
facilitate increasing demand and more extensive equipment offerings for the mining, foundry, and recycling industries. Plans
for the addition include high bay ceilings, which will allow the installation of cranes with 80-ton lifting capacity. The new
area also will provide for further capital equipment purchases and increased material storage. The company plans to hire 15
new employees to support the increased throughput. Construction is expected to be completed in the first quarter of 2023.
Learn more about General Kinematics.
Vortex Global Received Governor’s Award of Excellence
Kansas Governor Laura Kelly announced that Salina-based Vortex Global has won the 2022 Governor’s Award of Excellence.
Businesses and individuals from across the state were honored on Oct. 20 for their outstanding contributions to Kansas
communities and the state’s economy at the Kansas Department of Commerce’s 2022 To the Stars: Kansas Business Awards
ceremony. An all-time high of 237 businesses, organizations, and individuals were nominated in 10 categories for this year’s
awards. Nominees were reviewed and scored and 181 Merit Awards and 56 Regional Awards were presented. One nominee
in each category was designated a Statewide Winner, making them the finalists for the Governor’s Award of Excellence. In
addition to the Governor’s Award, Travis Young, received the statewide Welcome Back Award for entrepreneurs and businesspeople who once left Kansas but have returned to make their mark in the Sunflower State. Statewide winners are honored with a video. See the video about Travis. Read the Kansas Department of Commerce press release about the awards.

Business Resources
2022 Small Business Profiles for the States, Territories, and Nation
The Small Business Administration Office of Advocacy has released the annual State Profiles which provide the latest federal
economic data into state-by-state snapshots of small business economic activity. The 2022 State Profiles are the first to
contain data gathered during the COVID-19 pandemic. Three sections − business dynamics, small business loans, and
small business exports − reflect 2020 data. The profiles also represent the first state-by-state breakdown of small business
openings and closings during the pandemic as well as changes to employment. Some small business datasets still predate
the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. For more information on how COVID-19 has impacted small businesses, visit the SBA
website. Visit Advocacy’s website to view your state’s profile.
Cyber Updates
There have been several recent news articles about ransomware, hacking, data management, and password breaches
providing information that could prove relevant to PEMA member companies.
• Ransomware: This Is How Half of Attacks Begin, and This Is How You Can Stop Them – Cybersecurity researchers warn that
attackers are mostly using two different techniques to break into systems.
continued on page 10
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Business Resources
continued from page 9
• Ransomware Attacks Top 1.2
Million Per Month – A new report
from Barracuda finds the volume of
ransomware threats detected spiked
between the first half of this year to
more than 1.2 million per month.
• Consumers Want More
Transparency on How Companies
Manage Their Data – Cisco published
its 2022 Consumer Privacy Survey, an
annual global review of consumers’

perceptions and behaviors on data
privacy, highlighting the critical
need for further transparency as
consumers say their top priority is for
organizations to be more transparent
on how they use their personal data.
• Caught Up In Another Password
Breach? Follow These Three Rules
to Protect Yourself Online – Popular
services seem to be frequently
announcing breaches. Take this
opportunity to get your passwords in
order.

• Connecting to Public Wi-fi: Here’s
How to Protect Your Data and Your
Device – Free wireless hotspots are
a useful tool for many people, but
they also come with privacy risks. This
article in ZDNet provides information
on how to remain secure. This is
particularly important for frequent
business travelers that might be using
wifi in airports and hotels.

PEMA Roundtables Summaries
During PEMA’s 2022 Fall Meeting,
topics were discussed by Roundtable
participants. Some of the insights
for the topics are captured below.
Detailed notes from the Roundtables
are available in the member portal of
the PEMA website by logging in from
the link at the top right of the banner
on any webpage.
Onboarding & Retention, 2022 and
Beyond
Topic: Do you have onboarding
methods you’ve successfully used?
How does your company communicate with employees to help with
onboarding and retention? What are
the steps you take onboarding new
employees? Office/professional versus
shop/skilled workers – are the tools
the same for both? Are you adjusting
benefits or pay outside of the normal
cycles? Has work-from-home changed
your practices? What challenges have
you had with bringing on new remote
workers?
• Have business cards for all employees whether they work in the office
or shop.
• Have the office/desk/space ready
for the arrival of a new employee.
• Wear name tags for the first week to
help everyone learn names.
• Provide a letter from the CEO as
soon as the candidate accepts the
role.

• Some companies are paying the entire health care insurance premiums
for the employee (not the family).
Employee Evaluations/Performance
Appraisals
Topic: How do you train the evaluators? Are you using software as part of
the pre- and post-evaluation process?
How often are there interactions/
reviews? Are there different processes
for office versus shop personnel? Do
employees evaluate their supervisor’s
performance? Does your performance
measurement system connect with
your company’s core values? Some
companies are accelerating promotions and/or raises ahead of the Annual Review.
• Most companies have a process and
report developed internally.
• Most companies use the same review process for all employees.
• If a company has a different evaluation for shop employees, it is usually
more skills driven.
• Most companies do not have a formal process for employees to evaluate
their managers.
• Many agreed that year-end evaluations and mid-year evaluations do not
have much value. Evaluations should
be a continuous process with several
touchpoints throughout the year.
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• There should be no surprises during
the review process. If the employee
is surprised, the manager is not doing
their job.
Mentoring & Career
Topic: What is really meant by “mentor?” What are the purpose and best
practices of mentoring programs?
Does your company have a formal,
written program? How do you measure if the mentoring is effective?
What is the best career advice you’ve
ever given? What is the best career
advice you’ve received?
• 75% of the participants in the
roundtable have been mentored or
are actively mentoring others.
• Three companies within the group
have a formal mentoring program.
• Some of the best career advice
received is “you can’t buy experience,
but you can gain it.”
Future Roundtables
The PEMA Roundtables consistently
receive high marks from members.
The next opportunity to participate in
these discussions is the 2023 PEMA
Annual Meeting, Feb. 15-18, in
Tucson, Arizona, at the Omni Tucson
National Resort. Attendees will select
their Roundtable discussion group/
topic during registration.

K-State’s Bulk Solids Innovation Center Describes Partnership
Capabilities with PEMA Members
Todd Smith and Kevin Solofra of
Kansas State University presented
information about their Center’s
capabilities during the PEMA Fall
Meeting in Louisville, Kentucky. Todd
is a former PEMA member executive,
well-known for his years with
Coperion K-Tron. He joined K-State
three years ago; their Bulk Solids
Innovation Center (BSIC) is the only
university facility and staff in North
America dedicated to helping the
industry with bulk solids handling and
processing.
BSIC and PEMA formed a strategic
partnership in 2019 since BSIC’s
capabilities can benefit PEMA
members in the areas of testing,
education, and improving
technologies. BSIC has a state-of-theart facility for testing and scale-ups.
Most of the equipment was provided
by PEMA member companies.
Material properties testing services
can be performed at BSIC to help
determine the best methods for
conveying, storage, gravity flow, air
filtration, mixing, and the like.

PEMA member
companies also
have provided
instructors for
many of BSIC’s
short courses.
Todd explained
that BSIC’s
courses are very
popular because
no one learns
this technology
in college.
About half of
BSIC’s courses
are taught by
the country’s
Kevin Solofra, laboratory manager at KSU-Bulk Solids
top independent
Innovation Center (center) with Bill Dudenhoefer of
consultants (including
Eriez Magnetics (left) and first-time attendee Doug
those at K-State).
Dodson of Readco Kurimoto (right) after Kevin’s briefing
The other half of the
to the PEMA audience about BSIC’s current offerings
courses are taught by
and special PEMA member entitlements.
industry experts, most
from PEMA member
companies.
Todd, Kevin, and K-State BSIC are
pleased to be associated with PEMA
and look forward to assisting member
companies.

On Sept. 11, PEMA leadership and staff enjoyed a surprise guest at their
dinner table at Proof on Main in Louisville. L-R Bill Werra, Birte Mathis,
Rob Ward. PEMA Meetings and Membership Manager Michelle Savoie is
pictured on the right in the picture to the far right.
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Experience a Newly Renovated Resort for the PEMA 2023 Annual
Conference
The 2023 PEMA Annual Conference,
Feb. 15-18, will be held at the newly
renovated Omni Tucson National
Resort.
Tucson’s stunning natural beauty is
the inspiration behind the multi-million-dollar transformation of the
property. Resting in the Santa Catalina Mountains’ foothills, this idyllic
location’s color palette and landscape
inspire the newly redesigned spaces.
Renovations on most of the guestrooms and the meeting space will be
completed by early Nov. 2022. The
spa, restaurants, fitness center, and
remaining guestrooms are on schedule to be completed by Dec. 23. The
tennis courts are receiving a new coating and nets and the resort is adding a
pickleball court.
Spa and Fitness
The all-new Mokara Spa will beckon
guests to indulge in a variety of treatments either solo, as a couple, with
friends, or as a group. The revised
spa includes expanded manicure and
pedicure stations as well as newly
reconfigured relaxation areas ensuring
a variety of private places to spend
quiet moments before and after
treatments.

The Legends Bar & Grill is being
reimagined and will become a nineteenth-hole experience fitting for
the resort. The art and collection of
memorabilia will pay homage to the
golf course design and memories from
the past. Legends will be a great place
for a meal, a drink after a game, or an
after-dinner drink wrapped in a signature resort throw.

The new fitness center will feature
modern fitness and wellness offerings
for an inspired workout.
Food and Beverage Outlets
The Peak, just off the lobby, will be a
dazzling new lounge inviting guests
to come in and relax over cocktails.
The Terra Cotta Café is planned as the
new casual coffee market. The Desert
Farmer restaurant has been reimagined and will offer only breakfast.
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2024 Annual Meeting Resort Update
The 2024 Annual Meeting will be held
at the Hyatt Regency Coconut Point
in Bonita Springs, Florida. Following
Hurricane Ian, the resort provided an
update that while the resort experienced some storm surge, things will
be back to normal in no time. The
staff is looking forward to hosting
PEMA in 2024.

PEMA Member Spotlight on Bunting®
For more than 60 years, Bunting has
fit the profile as a leader in growth
and innovation, constantly seeking
new ways magnetic products can
provide the companies its serves with
more efficient production, and safer
products. Bunting’s extensive product
lines include magnetic separation
equipment, metal detection equipment, material handling and separation conveyors, printing cylinders,
custom magnets, magnetic assemblies, in-stock rare earth magnets, and
much more. The company products
can be found in the food, chemical,
pharmaceutical, plastics, recycling,
metal stamping, packaging, aerospace, defense, automotive, appliance, oil and gas markets, and more.
History
Bunting is a family-owned, global
manufacturing company based in
Newton, Kansas. It was originally
Bunting Magnetics Company, founded
in 1959 by Walter and June Bunting.
Their son, Bob Bunting, led Bunting’s
strategic growth to several locations
in the United States and Europe over
a span of 29 years as the company’s
president and CEO. In 2022, Bob’s
son Robert assumed the role as the
company’s third-generation president
and CEO.

Corporate Structure
Bunting operates its facilities as
independent profit centers. Some
locations, such as the main facility in
Newton, have multiple product lines
that also operate as independent
profit centers. This structure offers
the company a diversified product
line that assures profitability. Each
location has a general manager and
its own sales force to assure customer
expectations are designed and built
into every product produced. There
is a team of global managers that
coordinates the activities of the individual locations to keep the company
focused on meeting its strategic goals.

metals, stainless steel, aluminum,
chopped wire, circuit boards, rubber,
and plastics. The metal stamping
product line includes conveyors that
remove parts from stamping presses
as well as non-belted conveyors that
convey jagged and sharp ferrous products away from machining centers. In
the metal packaging industry, Bunting
designs and manufactures conveyors
for moving steel cans used to package
vegetables, fruits, and soups, and the
company designs and manufactures
printing cylinders used on metal
decorators for printing beverage cans
that carry everyday beverages such as
beer, soda, energy drinks, and even
wine.

Products

Locations

Products at Bunting range from magnetic separators and metal detectors
for finding and removing tramp
metal from bulk products, powders,
granules, liquids, and even meats to
material handling conveyors that can
convey, sort, and separate ferrous

Bunting was originally founded in Chicago in 1959 but moved its Corporate
Headquarters to Newton, Kansas, in
1979. It maintains multiple facilities
in Newton, Kansas that manufacture
a wide array of fabricated products,
a distribution center in Elk Grove Village, a custom magnet manufacturing,
distribution, and assembly facility in
DuBois Pennsylvania, a recently expanded multi-product manufacturing
facility in Redditch, United Kingdom,
a custom magnet manufacturing
and assembly facility in Berkhamsted, United Kingdom, and a magnet
purchasing and inspection office in
Ningbo China.
You can learn more at www.buntingmagnetics.com.
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PEMA Member Spotlight on HorizonPSI, Inc.
HorizonPSI, Inc. is a comprehensive
provider of bulk material handling and
automated ingredient management
systems and aftermarket support for
food, pet food, plastics, and chemical
manufacturers. Its engineering, manufacturing, component, and service
offerings deliver end-to-end process
solutions to customers worldwide.
From the design/build of new facilities, expanding production capacity, and upgrading existing lines to
sustaining production through parts,
components, and service, HorizonPSI is a proven source for ingredient
management, transfer, storage, and
automation. For more than 40 years,
its customers have counted on the
company for innovative solutions,
quality manufacturing, and end-toend personal attention.
History
Horizon Systems, Inc. was founded in
1983, operating out of the basement
of founder Bob Allison. The company
originally provided consulting and
design services, but it wasn’t long
before the company began to grow
and expand. By 1985, Horizon had 14
employees and began manufacturing
pneumatic conveying equipment.
Horizon moved to its current corporate headquarters in Lawrence,
Kansas, in 1987. In 1988, the company
built its first material testing laboratory and expanded manufacturing capabilities and the product line to include
rotary airlock feeders and diverter
valves. An additional sales office was

added in
Lenexa,
Kansas,
in 2012,
and a new
machining
facility
opened in
McCune,
Kansas, in 2015.
In 2016, HorizonPSI was born when
Horizon Systems Inc. and Process
Systems Inc. merged. Pneu-Way
Construction was later acquired in
2018, strengthening HorizonPSI’s mechanical installation capabilities, and
the acquisition of A&R Fabrications
of Parsons, Kansas, in 2022 provided
additional manufacturing capacity.
HorizonPSI’s state-of-the-art Technology Center also recently opened
in 2022, allowing the company to
continue to innovate to meet customer needs.
Company Leaders
President Wes Kuhl joined HorizonPSI
in 2000 after a leadership role with
North America’s largest pneumatic
conveying and air filtration systems
provider. His 40 years of industry
experience in bulk material handling,
packaging, milling and equipment
manufacturing have helped HorizonPSI increase revenue by seven-fold
and positioned the company at the
forefront of several industries.
Steve Remmers, vice president of
sales, started working with process
equipment more than 40
years ago in a position
with hands-on experience with fabrication,
machining, and field
service, before moving
to North Carolina as a
regional sales manager. In
2000, he was offered the
general manager position
for North America with
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a component manufacturer where
he worked until he joined Horizon
Systems, Inc. in 2006 to manage part
and component sales.
Dave Nutter, vice president of
operations, has been with Horizon
since 1990. Dave has had many roles
including sales, sales manager, vice
president of sales and marketing,
and now vice president of operations
since 2008. He currently manages
all production-related activities for
the Lawrence, Parsons, and McCune,
Kansas, facilities.
Doug Kirkpatrick, chief financial officer, spent more than 20 years in the
oil and gas industry serving various
roles in accounting and administration, both domestically and internationally. In 1997, he became vice president and partner of Process Systems
Inc. In April 2016, Process Systems
Inc. merged with Horizon Systems,
Inc., becoming HorizonPSI. In his role
as CFO, Doug oversees the overall
management and leadership of the
financial activities for HorizonPSI.
Locations
HorizonPSI is an American-owned and
operated business headquartered in
Lawrence, Kansas. The company has
manufacturing facilities throughout
Kansas in Lawrence, Parsons, and
McCune, plus an office in Lenexa,
Kansas. A new Technology Center is in
a separate facility in Lawrence. Sales
representatives operate out of various
cities coast to coast.
You can learn more at www.horizonpsi.com.

